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DISCOVERY ANNOUNCES NEW SERIES THAT FOLLOWS THE SEARCH FOR
DRUG LORD PABLO ESCOBAR’S LOST MILLIONS
Pablo Escobar, Colombia’s most infamous drug lord, rose from a mere cocaine dealer to running the Medellin
Cartel, becoming a multi-billion-dollar powerhouse in the narcotic market. While Escobar spent a lot of his
money on luxury items and properties around the world, urban legends have led many to believe much of his
fortune is still yet to be found, and that it’s buried across Colombia and Central America. With never-beforegranted access and Colombian government support, Discovery is going in search of this alleged hidden treasure
in an all-new series, Escobar’s Millions (Working Title) to air later this year.
Doug and Ben are former CIA case officers on a mission to once and for all solve the mystery of Escobar’s
fortune. Together they’ll use their elite skillset – along with the latest advancement in GPR (or groundpenetrating radar) – to hunt down the illicit profits of Escobar’s drug war.
Never has there been a search of this scope or magnitude. If there is a fortune to be found, Doug and Ben will
uncover it and forever solve this great mystery.
Escobar’s Millions (w/t) will premiere on Discovery Channel in Australia in late 2017.
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About Discovery Networks Asia-Pacific
Discovery Networks Asia-Pacific, a division of the number-one pay-TV programmer Discovery Communications, is dedicated to satisfying curiosity,
engaging and entertaining viewers with high-quality content through its portfolio of 14 brands. From survival to natural history, wonders of science to
extreme jobs, motoring to travel and lifestyle, and the latest engineering marvels to live sporting events, each channel offers distinct must-watch
programming to engage viewers across the region. The network’s 14 brands reach 674 million cumulative subscribers in 36 countries and territories
with programming customised in 14 languages and dialects. For more information, please visit www.asia.discovery.com.
About Discovery Channel
Discovery Channel, the flagship network of Discovery Communications, is devoted to creating the highest quality pay-TV programming in the world
and remains one of the most dynamic networks on television. First launched in 1985, Discovery Channel reaches 209 million subscribers in Asia
Pacific. It offers viewers an engaging line-up of high-quality non-fiction entertainment from blue-chip nature, science and technology, ancient and
contemporary history, adventure, cultural and topical documentaries.

